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Assaf Shelleg
Jerusalem
To the amateur composer who comes to this country with an inheritance
of Russian of Balkan folk tunes, the absorption of the Oriental Jewish and
Arabian music is a gain. The traditionalism of his original country receives
a new accent. To the professional composer whose material is the European
art-music, the Jewish and Arab-Palestinian folklore opens up a fertile and
rejuvenating world. A few will attach certain �ourishes, some popular syllables to the iron structure of modern art-language; in other words they
write a kind of “quotation-music” with wrong notes.1
[Sharett’s music] demonstrates neither melodic templates in their conventional form nor harmonies using parallel fourths and �fths mixed with
seconds—a falsi�ed acoustic substitute; nor is there any arti�cial immersion in the past in the form of shallow mimicry of biblical chants. . . . We
must not follow the easy path of success, but rather aspire to achieve in
our spiritual creation what we had accomplished politically.2

T

he statements “‘quotation music’ with wrong notes,” “falsi�ed acoustics,” and “shallow mimicry of biblical chants” could have equally come
from either of the composers, Stefan Wolpe or Josef Tal. The two knew each other.
Living in Jerusalem since 1936, Tal recalled observing Wolpe walking “past the parade of rows and permutations” hung on his studio walls as well as his systematic
“destroying of healthy forms.”3 Music critics chronicled both composers on February 18, 1938, at the premiere of the Wolpe’s March and Variations (1933–34) for two
pianos, at which Tal shared the stage with Irma Wolpe Rademacher, Wolpe’s second wife.4 Recounting this performance in his autobiography, Tal wrote how the
Jerusalemite elite that gathered at the YMCA auditorium “cheered the acrobat pianists, but treated Wolpe’s work with an astounding lack of understanding.” Wolpe
had been considered an enfant terrible since that event and the spokesman of an
extreme musical ideology, Tal added, while his uncompromising political views and
“somewhat condescending decisiveness” only strengthened that view.5 The thorny
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reception of March and Variations would become symptomatic of the way Wolpe’s
brand of modernism undermined the paradigms of Hebrew culture (or Hebrewism),
even though the serial procedures in his instrumental works shared many qualities with his boisterous labor songs that were in keeping with the socialism of the
yishuv (the Jewish community of Palestine before 1948). As Austin Clarkson has
put it, “Wolpe the Hegelian accepted the historical necessity of twelve-note music, but Wolpe the Marxist insisted that the new music must serve to bring about
a just society.”6 Wolpe’s political vision of a socialist, multiethnic state in Palestine,
with equal rights for Jews and Arabs, anticipated a multiform heritage that would
evolve into new culturally “amalgamated” musical forms and practices that in turn
would sustain a sense of imaginative understanding of the diverse ethnic groups
in the country, as Brigid Cohen writes. Still, while having projected such visions
through musical formulations that ranged from everyday music of use to art music,7 Wolpe’s multiethnic, “horizontal” view of society (which could be likened to
his syntactic musical procedures) threatened the hierarchies of a national Hebrew
culture, particularly its double separatism from Arabness and from diasporic Jewish cultures whose collective histories undermined notions of Hebrew nativism and
Hebrewist territorialism.8
Exclusionary Hebrewist rhetoric of this kind could not embrace compositions
that rendered present diasporic cultures (be they Jewish, Arab, or Arab Jewish), or
modernist compositional practices that weakened national ideologies. Composers
whose non-representational aesthetics threatened the ethnocratic paradigms of Hebrewism, or whose formulations did not complement such tropes, would sentence
themselves to inner immigration or emigration (and Wolpe indeed left Palestine for
the United States in 1938). Paradoxically, these were the paradigms that would uncritically steer the discourse on art music in Israel during the following decades.
Model composers or “selected” compositions would almost always feature in the
context of exoticism and peripheral nationalism,9 while the linear procedures evident in Wolpe, Tal, and other composers would be either ideologically rejected or
historiographically sidelined. In parallel, the very fact of Israeli statehood (May 14,
1948) would sti�en into a historiographical watershed, which de facto eclipsed wider
historical and cultural dialectics that preceded this date. Indeed, 1948 is of secondary
importance when imports of modernist compositional brands to Palestine are concerned, especially when they overlap with the history of modern Jewish art music in
Europe. The transition between 1947 and 1949 saw a disillusionment with romanticist nationalism in modern Hebrew poetry and compositional approaches that emphasized nonromantic portrayals of the East or modernist recon�gurations of Jewish
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musical traditions. As a result, cited or paraphrased folk dances appeared “limping,”
thin heterophonic splits replaced vertical triadic harmony, and linear formulations
sought new syntactic common denominators for both non-Western Jewish musical
traditions and non-Eurocentric imagery of the East.10 My argument here concerns
both history and historiography: Tal’s compositional output during the transition
into statehood, from the 1940s and through the early 1950s, displays an aesthetic
mode that did not fully subject itself to the cultural paradigms of Hebrewism, but
rather remained simultaneously adjacent and oppositional to it. Tal’s case sheds
light not only on the ecosystem of art music in Palestine/Israel, but also on the historiographical patrimonies that thus far have pigeonholed him as an Other, while
rendering “normative” the late nineteenth-century mechanism of signi�ers, signi�ed, and referents in the Zionist project. By studying Tal’s semiotics and consequent
adjacent yet oppositional stance to Hebrewist constructs and rhetoric, we can recon�gure an entire discourse that has been constrained to extrovert exoticism and
peripheral nationalism.

I
To situate Tal properly we �rst need to consider the qualities of the national and
the nationalist so as to learn of the di�culties such traits pose when the Zionist
project is concerned, since Zionism demanded its dispersed dominant ethnie to substitute a physical homeland for a symbolic one. Whereas ancient Israel functioned
as a metonym under the purview of Protestantism in eighteenth-century England,
thereby allowing the British to see themselves as a latter-day chosen people in works
like Judas Maccabeus,11 the physical land of Israel was both the model and the place
that determined the direction of Zionism. Moreover, Zionism juxtaposed the terms
“authenticity” and “place” to the point of synonymy while the idea of authenticity
underwent territorialization to regulate identitarian paradigms,12 thereby complicating de�nitions of the national and nationalist, especially when diasporism and
Arab Jews are considered. Philip V. Bohlman di�erentiates between national and nationalist traits according to what emerges around the center of the nation (national)
and at its borders (nationalist). National music, he writes, emphasizes internal characteristics and is realized through symbols of reproduction (often while translating
the peasant culture into national culture) and a distinctive language. Nationalist music, conversely, grows at the borders, underscoring external characteristics while
being threatened and made insecure from without.13 Competition for geography
thus plays a secondary role in national music (whose inscription of place and na10
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tional narrative renders the state internally meaningful), yet it becomes crucial in
the transformation of the national into the nationalist by duplicating state hierarchies and while enforcing cultural borders with clear political purposes.14 This is not
to say that the national and the nationalist do not spawn hybrids; the motivation
of nineteenth-century folk song collections, coming from top down, was decidedly
nationalist, Bohlman adds, while their contents were supposed to be national.15 The
Zionist project, however, requires qualifying these premises.
The main reason for such quali�cation is the paradox of Hebrew nativism. The
native Hebrew embodied a beginning in the Land of Israel, yet by itself this beginning had been double: it featured both a biblical origin and a neo-biblical concretization in the advent of political Zionism. Symbolic bridging between these two beginnings had been facilitated at the cost of repressing most of what had transpired in
exile, where Jews had lived among host societies and outside the designated old-new
national territory. Hannan Hever writes, however, “if nativism wishes to signify its
beginning, it also wishes just as badly to erase it and thus be perceived as eternal”;
concomitantly, “while beginning is a promise of ownership over the space, it also
points to impermanent, unstable, and �eeting nature of this ownership.” Put di�erently, not only did the constitution of the eternal involve “the cultural production
of nativism as natural, as well as the production of eternality, in a way that makes
it possible to retain nativism’s troublesome status as an origin,”16 it necessitated the
repression of eighteen centuries of Jewish exile, roughly from the destruction of
the Second Temple to the emergence political Zionism in the late nineteenth century. As a result, nationalist formulations had to compete with imagery of the Jewish
self whose historical symbiosis with non-Jewish societies and nonterritorial cultures
only underscored embedded discontinuities in the dual nature of Hebrew nativism.
While it did not prevent processes of hybridization with diasporic subcultures that
seeped into the yishuv and the state with each wave of immigration, the rhetorical
mechanism that denied Jewish diasporas a place in the making of Hebrew culture
enabled the Zionist management of Jewish history and facilitated its redemptive telos. The Zionist telos at once nationalized theological tropes and distanced parallel
nonterritorial modernist options in which exile was the constituent axis for modern
Jewish art.17
Tal, thus, had to be rendered as an Other. The works he had written throughout
the �rst two decades following his immigration in 1934 were often too equivocal
and at times insu�ciently “marked” to make him normative under the purview of
Hebrewism. Most of his compositions from the period either resisted the mimetic
qualities with which his contemporaries complemented the Hebrewist discourse, or
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otherwise employed these very tropes for the purpose of recon�guration. Yet, while
eschewing extrovert nationalism by either distancing such topoi from his music
or disabling them through post-tonality and cellular harmony, Tal had internalized
tropes of return, nativism, and redemption in compositions that were incessantly
undermining national and nationalist constructs by means of opposition, thereby
ensnaring his resistance within the biblocentric and nativist paradigms of Hebrew
culture itself. Even in his 1953 Second Piano Concerto, in which Tal began to realize some of the nonterritorial Jewish diasporic options Zionism had repressed, he
still hid such potential behind non-European Jewish ethnographic categories that
were in keeping with the socioethnic hierarchy of the Ashkenazi hegemony in Israel. By situating an ethnic import that launched mutual modi�cations of both the
object and the semiotic mechanism that processed it, the concerto demonstrated
that the ethnic does not have to violate the universalist ethos of modernism. Yet Tal
still had to secure an alibi through which he could sustain an evolutionary Zionist
view that corrected non-Western Jewish music so it would become modern. With
the emergence of additional hybrids of this kind, the very categories of diasporism,
ethnicity, and national and nationalist not only require reexamining our historiographical patrimonies, but also necessitate reconsidering the gap between Zionist
modernist rhetoric and the hybridization that resulted from the partial dislocation
of modern European art music.18

II
Josef Tal did not arrive in Palestine devoid of aesthetic preferences. Having graduated from the Staatliche akademische Hochschule in Berlin, where his teachers
included Curt Sachs, Heinz Tiessen, Paul Hindemith, and Friedrich Trautwein,19 he
imported Schoenbergian serialism (mainly due to Tiessen) while being fully aware
of its nonrepresentational core and the traditional toolbox that breathed life into
post-tonality. Growing up in an orthodox home in Berlin, from which he slowly defected during his late teens, Tal maintained pro�ciency in and sensitivity to Jewish
topoi, allowing them to penetrate his music while continuously masking such signi�ers. Following Wolpe’s departure in 1938, Tal was o�ered the former’s position and
became the head of composition and music theory at the Jerusalem Conservatory.
Wolpe may have left this emerging habitus too soon to be considered a constituent
part of it,20 but Tal’s works would soon come to disrupt the annals of art music
in Palestine/Israel, particularly their duplication of the Zionist allegory. Having refused the immediacy of signi�ers, signi�ed, and referents to territorial nationalism
and socioethnic hierarchy, Tal composed music that had been derogatorily labeled
18 Shelleg, Jewish Contiguities, 1–14.
19 Ibid., 100; Tal, Reminiscences, Re�ections, Summaries, 16–17.
20 Hirshberg, “The Vision of the East,” 62–64; Hirshberg, “A Modernist Composer,” 75–94.
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“atonal” as if in sharp distinction to the yishuv’s socialism and collectivism. Yet the
historiographical mechanisms that rewarded composers for supplying immediate
symbolism in the form of redemptive tropes that repressed Jewish diasporic cultures, omitted a modus operandi that did in fact leaf through internalized Hebrewist
constructs.
Opposing from within would often signal Tal’s ensnarement in such constructs.
Which is why overlooking the predicaments stemming from his simultaneity of adjacency and oppositionality to Hebrewism runs the risk of cultivating historiographical contours uncritically conditioned by Zionist historiography.21 Indeed, �ltering
Arab and Arab Jewish musical traditions through tonal templates did not only af�x Otherness to a Zionist assimilatory apparatus, but also served an auto-exoticist
function of donning peripheral masks communicated through the majority’s musical language22 and denying both non-European histories and the immediate nonJewish cultural space of Palestine/Israel.23
A doubly separatist mechanism aimed at both the Arab community of Palestine and diasporic Jewish cultures, Hebrewism promoted the puri�cation of cultural
hybrids by means of rhetoric while denying constituent diasporic imports. These
diasporic and adjacent subcultures diluted Hebrewist constructs. Tal, who had been
aware of the politics of Hebrewism, sensed how and at what cost he could thematically and syntactically violate such paragons while drawing on the same materials that inspired this national culture, particularly its biblocentric discourse and
redemptive trajectories. Yet, his penchant for putting such topoi in quotes, or otherwise destabilizing them from within, had its limitations, as he himself had been part
of the country’s cultural hegemony and its desire for a Western authoritative pro�le. It was this same desire that tolerated Tal’s post-tonal works. As a result, Tal’s
opposition came to challenge hegemonic constructs only from within, but without
o�ering an alternative to the cultural soundboard that constituted his opposition.24
It is through this simultaneity of adjacency and oppositionality to Hebrewism
that necessary historiographical fractures and novel alternatives emerge. Seen
against the backdrop of the transition into statehood, Tal’s imports and compositional practice become even more crucial as they decouple the political moment of
1948 from a broader cultural history. In addition to the making of a Zionist socioethnic hierarchy and an assimilatory apparatus for its Others (particularly Arab Jewish
immigrants), Hebrewism was responsible for creating a “correcting” Western hand
21 Raz-Krakotzkin, “A National Colonial Theology,” 403–17. Recent examples of such accounts include Hirshberg, “Art Music,” 228–43, esp. 234–35, and Seter, “Israelism,” 278–88. The latter follows
the narrative in Hirshberg, “Tal (Gruenthal), Josef,” 461.
22 Shelleg, “Israeli Art Music,” 124–27; Parakilas, “How Spain Got a Soul,” 137–93; Taruskin, “Nationalism.”
23 Chetrit, Intra-Jewish Con�ict in Israel; Khazzoom, Shifting Ethnic Boundaries.
24 Alternatives that muted the national soundboard would emerge later and as such remain outside
the scope of this article.
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that ampli�ed and canonized the national functions that would render Tal’s music
di�erent. The tropes that have conditioned art music in Palestine/Israel, in other
words, cannot be separated from Tal’s oeuvre.
Paradoxically, those who recorded Tal’s alleged aesthetic digression were his
contemporaries who, too, found themselves dislocated in Mandatory Palestine following the rise of National Socialism in Europe. Like Tal, they belonged to a critical
mass of composers, musicologists, musicians, and audiences whose arrival in the
1930s facilitated the institutionalization of art music in the yishuv.25 Among a cohort of mostly non-Zionist artists and academics, such as those we �nd in historical
novels such as S. Y. Agnon’s Shira or Nathan Shaham’s The Rosendorf Quartet,26 were
musicologists such as Max Brod, Robert Lachmann, Edith Gerson-Kiwi, and Peter
Gradenwitz, whose studies on Jewish and Israeli musics situated the biblical past in
the Zionist present. In so doing, they contributed to the rationale of the nationalist
allegory that moved teleologically toward theological redemption in the image of
the Jewish state while shrinking nineteen centuries of Jewish history into a nocturnal existence. Tropes of return and imagery portraying the gathering of the diaspora were obviously inspired by Jewish traditional sources, suggests Amnon RazKrakotzkin, yet the formulation of these elements in modern romantic terminology
and their adaptation to the Western discourse of progress, re�ected a tendency to
integrate Jewish history into the history of the West and interpret messianism as a
modern national myth. Based on the internal logic of the negation of exile and the
return of Jews to their ancient land, “the Bible had to be read as a reality whose �nal
chapter would be ushered in by dint of nationalism.”27
Echoing this logic was Tal’s symphonic cantata The Mother Rejoices (1949). The
work set excerpts from 2 Maccabees 7 (the story of the Mother and the Seven Sons
who were tortured and executed by the Seleucid king Antiochus IV Epiphanes for
refusal to eat pork) and concluded triumphantly with Psalm 92:2–3 and the second
verse of Psalm 113:9 (“Em habanim smecha. Hallelujah”; A happy mother of sons.
Hallelujah). The latter verset lends the cantata its Hebrew title. In keeping with
the biblical discourse whose secular attire bestowed ideological legitimacy on traditional Jewish liturgies,28 Tal reduced the storyline from 2 Maccabees to minimal
exchanges. These included Antiochus’s decrees (“Bow before the image”), the choir’s
narration before each execution (“they dragged him out and they killed him”), and,
�nally, the mother’s threnodic yet solemn cry (“A happy mother . . . a happy mother
of sons. Hallelujah”).29 As early as 1949, this work has been read in the same literalist
25 Hirshberg, Music in the Jewish Community, 65–109; Hirshberg, “The Germans Are Coming!,”
287–91; Bohlman, “The Land”, 182–210; Gelber, New Homeland, 51–64, 469–72.
26 Agnon, Shira; Shaham, The Rosendorf Quartet.
27 Raz-Krakotzkin, “Secularism,” 289, 293.
28 Shapira, “The Religious Motifs,” 251–72.
29 Tal’s narrative had most likely drawn on a variant of the story from Midrash Eicha Rabbah. See
Buber, Midrash Eicha Rabbah.
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mode that inserted the Bible into a Zionist socialist worldview, gleaning from it pertinent elements while shedding layers of lore and law that swathed the original pshat
(literal text).30 Regardless of the music, therefore, the libretto complemented the
Hebrewist biblocentric and literalist discourse. With the absence of immediate symbolism in the form of exoticism (notwithstanding the oboe opening of The Mother
Rejoices, a Western surrogate for the Middle Eastern zurna), the cantata had been
malleable to the triumphant nationalist portrayals of which Tal had been wary,31
but nevertheless reproduced. At the same time, the protagonist of the cantata complied with the bereavement adopted in political and cultural hegemony (hence the
mother’s threnodic yet solemn cry).32
Another conspicuous example merits our attention:33 “basso ostinato,” the second movement of Tal’s 1949 Piano Sonata. Of importance is not so much the form of
the work, given that earlier bassi ostinati had been written by Tal during the 1930s,34
but rather the fact that a representational connection could now be established between Tal’s music and several Zionist musical icons. The second movement of the
sonata cited the melody of “Rachel,” a poem popularized by the setting of Yehudah Sharett, who is better known as the composer of the Kibbutz Yagur Passover
Seder.35 The poem, its poetess, and Sharett’s melody have become Hebrewist landmarks. Written by Rachel Bluwstein, one of the most prominent female voices of
the yishuv, “Rachel” displays three intertwined modes of movement through what
Chana Kronfeld characterizes as the “privileging of minimalism and the poetics and
politics of poverty”:36 the poetess’s physical movement in the geographical space of
the land (“Therefore do I make my way/unswervingly/because my feet remember
her path of then”); a diachronic �ux moving from biblical to Zionist times (“It is her
blood that �ows in my blood/her voice that sings in me”); and a turn inward from
the biography of Rachel, the matriarch, to the autobiography of Rachel, the poetess (“And the city strange/because her scarf once �uttered/in the desert wind”).37
Emerging from these references were intertextual discourses that �ltered the biblical through the national. The opening line, for example, “It is her blood that �ows
in my blood” (Hen dama bedami zorem), echoes the threefold emphasis in Ezekiel’s
30 Gradenwitz, The Music of Israel, 251–83; Shapira, “The Bible and Israeli Identity,” 11–42; Attias,
The Jews and the Bible, 121–52; Simon, “The Status of the Bible in Israeli Society,” 7–35.
31 See, for example, Gradenwitz, Music and Musicians in Israel.
32 Lebel, “The Creation of the Israeli ‘Political Bereavement Model’,” 439–61.
33 Hirshberg, “The Vision of the East,” 61; Hirshberg, “Art Music,” 234; Ron, The Music of Josef Tal,
39–49.
34 Shelleg, Jewish Contiguities, 100–106.
35 New Haggadah texts that won great popularity in the second third of the twentieth century gave
artistic and ritual expression to the contemporary status of Passover in light of the values of Zionist
socialism. Sharett, Yagur Passover Seder; Shoham, Israel Celebrates, 34, 42.
36 Kronfeld, On the Margins of Modernism, 72.
37 Bluwstein, Flowers of Perhaps, 26.
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allegory of Jerusalem as God’s adulterous wife: “When I passed by you and saw you
wallowing in your blood, I said to you: ‘Live in spite of your blood.’ Yea, I said to you:
‘Live in spite of your blood’” (Ezekiel 16:6).38 The repetition of God’s words, “Live in
spite of your blood” (bedamayich hayii), resonates Rachel’s double emphasis of the
word blood (“her blood that �ows in my blood”; dama bedami); moreover, the verse
from Ezekiel—which is part of the liturgical text for the circumcision rite—suggests
a latent level in which the poetess assumes and feminizes a masculine voice.
Fifteen years after his immigration, Tal could appreciate Rachel’s orchestration
of Hebrew linguistic registers having become part of the yishuv’s interpretive community. As early as 1936, when his command of Hebrew had been too limited to
transcend Rachel’s poetic fragments, Tal had set three of her poems for women’s
vocal quartet;39 by 1949, the citation of Sharett’s melody, much like the poem it
carried, spelled a conscious reclaiming of borrowed voices. The melody of “Rachel”
(which Sharett had composed in Berlin in 1932),40 was outlined by its “rhythmic
�uctuation of the Hebrew language,” as Tal observed,41 a 3/2 meter whose distant
pulses allow a rhythmic �ux that is animated by the Hebrew text, and a melodic
unfolding within an interval of a fourth that is too narrow to lend itself to tonal allusions (�gure 1a; in 1932 Sharett himself had notated the melody in parallel �fths,
remarking that “the melody had come to the world with the �fths, as one bloc”).42
In his autobiography Tal writes about the genuine folkloric qualities of Sharett’s
“Rachel,”43 which did not prevent him from leaving his imprint on this folk-like import; his transcription of the song in the second movement of the Sonata contained
�rst the alternation of its meter (�gure 1b).44 Then, having redistributed the song’s
bar lines, he moved to re-harmonize the introduction of the basso with intervals
that with the ostinato formed identi�able triads, yet whose directionality was severed and their sonic scheme mildly estranged. Here was a characteristic example
of the simultaneity of Tal’s adjacency and oppositionality. While hosting Sharett’s
melody, Tal thickened it with fourths or �fths that in his post-tonal designs were
rendered equivalent, one being the inversion of the other, but these were also constituent semiotic features in what had been branded during the 1940s and 1950s as
“Mediterranean music.”
38 JPS Hebrew-English Tanakh, 1181.
39 Tal, Frauenquartette (November 1936), Josef Tal Collection, National Library of Israel, Jerusalem,
MUS84 A39.
40 Yehuda Sharett, letter to Geula Sharett (Elul [August–September], 1932); Yehudah Sharett Collection, Yad Tabenkin Archive, Ramat Efal (Hebrew).
41 Tal, “Yehudah Sharett’s Music,” 1.
42 Yehuda Sharett, letter to Geula Sharett (Elul [August–September], 1932); Yehudah Sharett Collection, Yad Tabenkin Archive, Ramat Efal (Hebrew); see also Sharett, Anot 7, 38–49.
43 Tal, Reminiscences, Re�ections, Summaries, 19.
44 Quite surprisingly, the revised transcription was now closer to the way informants from the
socialist Hamahanot Haolim youth movement remembered the song. National Sound Archives,
Jerusalem, Y/05753.
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Figure 1a. Yehudah Share�, “Rachel,” transcription by Share� in a le�er to Geula Share� (Elul
[August–September], 1932), Yehudah Share� Collection, Yad Tabenkin Archive, uncatalogued.

Figure 1b. Josef Tal, Piano Sonata (1949), mvt. 2, “Basso ostinato,” mm. 1–12.

The devices that processed Sharett’s “Rachel” were similar to those Tal had employed in the 1930s when oscillating symmetrically and asymmetrically between
bassi ostinati amid changes in meter, rhythm, and texture.45 The second movement
of the Piano Sonata unfolds as six cycles of Sharett’s ostinato: the �rst, fourth, and
sixth show Tal’s revised transcription in its entirety, a twelve-measure span, eight of
which (4 + 4) repeat the last musical phrase twice (�gure 1b). Tal could have edited
out this recurrence in an instrumental version, which only indirectly transmitted
the text, and indeed he used a shorter eight-measure basso in the second, third,
and �fth cycles. This useful outlet allowed him to tweak the theme from within
and resist its signifying presence. Breaching and transforming the basso, Tal nevertheless needed Sharett’s theme to accompany him. Because deconstructing it altogether would have reinforced the derogatory labels attached to his music, but,
more important, it would have corrupted the Hebrewist soundboard against which
his melodic and harmonic innovations acquired their signi�cance. Placing musical
commentaries around Sharett’s song while revising its meter and harmony did not
only engage both Sharett and Tal, but also signaled an aesthetic mode that semiotically destabilized the apparent authenticity of a newly-composed Hebrew song.
45 Shelleg, “The Dilution of National Onomatopoeias,” 327–29.
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A characteristic moment of this aesthetic mode evolves into a quasi-cadenza in
the penultimate cycle of the basso ostinato, where Tal maintains the visibility of the
theme in the bass while concatenating two melodic cells whose intervallic information is identical (F–G Z–B Z and C–D Z–F), and an additional one (F \–G \–A), which
contracts the former 015 cell into 013 (�gure 1c, mm. 41–42). The �ux of thirtysecond notes that compress two measures from the original basso into one (m. 42;
cf. �gure 1b, mm. 2–3) and entails the foreshortening of the half note into a quarter
note (m. 43) exempli�es another rewriting by Tal who here restrains the bursts of
energy stemming through alternating meters (�gure 1c, mm. 43–47). The cycle ends
with two bare �fths in the background (D–A; E Z–B Z) whose juxtaposition confuses
what had been a constituent semiotic feature in the discourse on Mediterraneanism
and further muddies it with a displaced G–F \–D cell—the intervallic equivalent of
the cell with which the cycle opened (F–G Z–B Z). Whether Tal accompanies Sharett’s
song or is accompanied by it, the presence of both �gures in this movement challenges the discursive con�nes of auto-exoticism by critiquing its semiotics and semantics from within.

Figure 1c. Josef Tal, Piano Sonata, mvt. 2, mm. 41–47.
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III
Concomitantly, other Hebrewist edi�ces had begun disintegrating during the prestatehood period. Starting in the last months of 1947, Hebrew poetry carried an
enormous but august “emotional tide that paradoxically united intoxication with
solemnity” in a series of hymns, dirges, and threnodies.46 Dan Miron �nds that the
message of threnodic hymns by poets such as Nathan Alterman, Haim Gouri, and
Ayin [Omer] Hillel had not been di�erent from the conventional conveyance that “in
their death they bequeathed life to us” (from Chayim Nachman Bialik’s poem “If You
Wish to Know”) or the aforementioned reference from Ezekiel 16:6, as they a�rmed
the mission of the poet as articulator of collective grief organized into “solemn, ritualistic, but also strangely festive emotion, informed by the consoling message of life
in death.”47 Sliding back to romantic poetics, such conservative traditional concepts
broke no new poetic ground, and yet the rea�rmation of the poetic prophetic role
had its last moment of glory in 1948. The heavy loss of nearly one percent of the
entire Jewish population of Palestine during the 1948 War, followed by a massive
in�ux of more than 700,000 immigrants (a number larger than the indigenous population of the yishuv) whose arrival between May 14, 1948, and December 31, 1951,
altered the landscape of the young state and exhausted its treasury, compelling the
government to impose severe austerity regulations. At the same time, about 700,000
Palestinians either �ed or were ejected from the areas that became the Jewish state;
they resettled in the West Bank and the Gaza Strip, while about 125,000 were able to
remain within Israel’s new borders. Still, the Palestinian refugee problem had little
or no impact on the period under discussion here.48
A mundane problem-ridden and anti-climactic post-statehood reality catalyzed
new sober sensibilities as poetic devices were distanced from the intoxicating atmosphere of 1948.49 New non-biblical poetic tonalities undermined the concept of
tragic courage, converting the heroic back into the horri�c and elevating frenzy to
terror, a de-euphonized backlash to the excessively �gurative poetry of oversized
symbolic meanings. Omer Hillel reproduced the topos of the marching war dead
who, on leaving their graves “to visit the �elds fertilized by their blood and assess
the crops they yielded,” �nd rivers full of excrement and vipers; they �nd smugness in Jerusalem and corruption in Tel Aviv “whose �esh was plowed through by
money’s large knife.” Branding his parading dead Hanivozim, (lit. the robbed ones),
Hillel was symmetrically commenting on the dehumanized world of the day af46 Miron, The Prophetic Mode, 433–34.
47 Ibid., 436–67; Nathan Alterman, “The Silver Platter,” in Kaplan and Penslar, The Origins of Israel,
345; Chayim Gouri, “Here Lie Our Bodies,” in Raizen, No Rattling on Sabres, 5–7; Hillel, Eretz Hatzohorayim, 55; Miron, Facing the Silent Brother, 63–87.
48 HaCohen, Immigrants in Turmoil, 267; Morris, Righteous Victims, 252–58; Sha�r, A Half Century
of Occupation, 15–16
49 Miron, The Prophetic Mode, 443.
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ter.50 By the 1950s a craze, partly fed by a growing opposition to the policies and
the cultural atmosphere fostered by the Labor Party, witnessed the lowering of poetic diction and rhythmic pro�les to the “level of intentional doggerel and diatribe,”
relegating the o�cial rhetoric of Israeli public discourse to “quotation marks that
threatened to encircle and crush the term Zionism itself.”51 “Rare�ed, open-ended
symbol and a melodic-�gurative suggestivity, became irrelevant,” Miron notes, and
the greatest poets temporarily faltered while new reputations gained momentum.52
The gloomy reality of early post-statehood years accelerated rather than instigated disillusionment with romantic nationalism. The burgeoning of an individualist ethos, which according to Orit Rozin stemmed from the “decline of the principle
of frugality, the accelerated transformations of parts of the former yishuv society
in a new bourgeoisie, the appearance of a new and ostentatious capitalist class, and
the percolation of this capitalist ethos into other social classes,”53 emerged in Israeli
culture. It was the very realization of the state, sovereignty, and naturalization, according to Hamutal Tzamir, that gave birth to an alternative national subject (in the
double sense of the word) who, fearing of loss of identity among the masses, entrenched him- or herself in a space de�ned by means of negating the nation state.
The state at once catalyzed and enabled the coexistence of itself and the poet’s literary republic, whose negative de�nition of the self was a constituent identitarian process signaling the emergence of a new intellectual elite in the early post-statehood
years.54 When poet Nathan Zach wrote that the Israeli artist would have to “shut
his ears, and be, perhaps, more closed, stronger, more isolated,”55 he was doing so
against the backdrop of a national choir whose unisonality and signifying capabilities were the sources of attempted destabilization.

IV
Tal, too.
In 1953, Tal discerned some crucial changes in Sharett’s style. These concerned
the move from monophony to polyphony and the way Sharett’s “polyphonic attire transgressed from simple harmonic progressions that support the melodic line
of the folksong as in most common arrangements.” Characterizing Sharett’s counterpoint as lacking “symmetrical prescriptions,” Tal noted that while Sharett coordinates the progression of the di�erent parts, he does so on the basis of his own
“personal-aesthetic assessment of consonances and dissonances, rather than the
50
51
52
53
54
55
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classic cadence.” But what followed in this text could equally apply to Tal’s music, thereby revealing his semiotic penchants: “Here one �nds the ideal democracy,
one in which every component expresses its unique character. Such spiritual principle . . . demands the full �owering of the mature spirit from performers and active listeners alike . . . [given] that the individualist development of the melodic line
makes both comprehension and performance di�cult.” Such developments, Tal concluded, signaled uninterrupted linear intensity, free from the hierarchy of a principal voice and its harmony; “if it is too soon to talk about modern atonal harmony,
one could imagine where such developments might lead the composer . . . whose recent work places him �rmly outside populist considerations.”56 Tal, thus, wished to
see Sharett’s linear voice leading toward an individualism that broke away from its
attachment to texts, yet without abandoning cultural and traditional soundboards.
At the same time, another article he wrote 1953 �nds Tal outlining the di�erences
between the national and the nationalist. Only a minority of those “actively working in the �eld of national creation . . . are favored with that measure of inspiration
which would raise the great idea of peoplehood from the realm of feeling to the
realm of expression. . . . This lack of inspiration has done much harm because it establishes conventional forms as national music and opposes anything which deviates
from those forms with all the weapons of chauvinist polemics.”57 By 1961, Tal was far
more acerbic, reducing the term “Israeli music” to a mere political-cultural function
pressed “from a musical dialect which is close to the known and the accepted, and
from a national formula that gives evidence for the composition’s source.” Rebu�ng
the marketable, romanticist packaging of folklore, Tal bemoaned how “folklore has
made its way from spontaneous naiveté to the apathy of routine,” standardized and
validated by a defunct musical language.58 Yet what appeared in prose was already
the summary of compositional practice that actively invalidated the nationalist matrix against which Tal inveighed.
And so a �nal case in point is Tal’s 1953 Second Piano Concerto, in which a
Jewish-Persian dirge undergoes paraphrasing based on biblical tropes seemingly
culled from a transcription in the third volume of Abraham Zvi Idelsohn’s Hebräischorientalischer Melodienschatz.59 Comparing the transcribed lament with its most visible moments in the second movement of the concerto (�gures 2a/b), one notices that
Tal draws on particular tropes rather than the entire transcription. Having attended
services at the Pestalozzistraße Synagogue in Berlin on weekends, high holidays,
and even “in the mornings during school breaks,”60 Tal was familiar with biblical
tropes. By the early 1950s, he could also understand the original biblical text of
56
57
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59
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the transcribed dirge from Lamentations 1:1 (“Alas! Lonely sits the city/Once great
with People!/She that was great among nations/Is become like a widow; the princess
among states/Is become a thrall”),61 even if he would mute its words to construct his
own instrumental verse. Consequently, the theme with which Tal opens the second
movement stitches the three tropes under the words yashva vadad (lonely sits) and
hayta (she that was). Together, these tropes sample part of the larger recitative: a
conjunctive followed by a disjunctive under the words yshva vadad (shofar-holech
and ravia, respectively), and a melismatic disjunctive (tarha) under hayta, which
expands the intervallic range of the dirge (�gure 2a). The last disjunctive was subsequently treated as the end of Tal’s musical verse; it functioned as a sof-pasuq (endof-the-verse) trope, altering the end of the verse and bringing Tal’s compiled verse
to a full stop with this melodic formula rather than the sof-pasuq disjunctive on the
word lamas (thrall).

Figure 2a. Persian dirge, from Idelsohn, Hebräisch-orientalischer Melodienschatz, iii,
transcription no. 99 (pp. 42–43; text: Lamentations 1:1).

Supporting this melodic concoction were harmonic projections Tal had taken from
the aggregate (D–E Z–F–G Z) that concluded the concerto’s �rst movement. The opening of the second movement disseminates these four notes in the following manner:
E Z and G Z accompany the opening of the dirge transposed a �fth lower to begin on F
and climax on D with the disjunctive on the word hayta. The phrase ends on D and
is accompanied by E Z and G Z, thus coming full circle with the D–E Z–F–G Z aggregate
(�gure 2b, mm. 1–3). Having constructed this cluster from two neighboring minor
thirds, Tal alludes to triads whose tentative formation he immediately renders dysfunctional. In so doing, he once again spelled out his stylistic adjacency to nationally
mobilized styles he had criticized. While skirting triads, the harmonic précis Tal develops, together with the excerpted and transposed transcribed tropes, could not
meet the tonal expectations of the average concertgoer (�gure 2b, mm. 6–19), and
yet it was only this liminal space that allowed such cultural adjacencies to acquire
new meanings. Here was the common linear denominator between the properties
of a monophonic Middle Eastern dirge and the composer’s post-tonal setting, both
were animated by the intervallic information of the excerpted tropes, including mir61 JPS Hebrew-English Tanakh, 1749.
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rored projections stemming from the D–E Z–F–G Z aggregate. In fact, by stacking both
major and minor thirds from a given note, Tal knowingly deactivated a tonal context whose provisional attenuation would function as its exotic earmark. Instead,
he bypassed this system of signi�cation without discarding the melodic properties
of the dirge (doing so he also exited the Zionist socioethnic hierarchy according to
which Arab Jewish music was perceived as pre-modern).
Seemingly, all ingredients necessary for making national musical signi�ers had
been placed on Tal’s sketch board: folk songs (as in the Piano Sonata); transcribed
liturgical music (as in the Second Piano Concerto); and the Hebrew language itself. Still, Tal refused these ingredients’ objecti�cation and functionality in representations that would discipline them according to binaries such as modern/premodern, religious/secular, and even Jewish/Hebrew. Tal’s “ideal democracy,” to cite
his uncoincidental characterization of Sharett’s voice leading, was manifested in his
decontextualization of “Mediterranean” semiotics while quoting Sharett’s “Rachel,”
or in the synthetic verse he culled from Idelsohn’s transcription amid linear procedures that eschewed auto-exoticism. Both nationalist signi�cation and the nonrepresentational aesthetic were symbols of Tal’s loss, and at the same time the source
for what would come to color his understanding of, and impact on, the emerging
national culture in Palestine/Israel.
But wait. While avoiding teleological national allegories and the display of peripheral masks, the Second Piano Concerto was not only part of an accelerating
disillusionment with romanticist formulations, it also signaled the way theological
formations could gradually outgrow the nationalized secular space allocated by Hebrewist discourse.62 Yet Tal hid his debt to the concerto’s real liturgical source and
disclosed it intimately only two decades later, without ever having this discovery
a�ect his rhetoric, autobiography, or even the numerous program notes published
during and after his lifetime. On October 29, 1973, Avner Bahat, a doctoral student
at the Sorbonne writing on the integration of traditional elements in art music in
Palestine/Israel, asked Tal about the musical sources employed in the First Symphony and Second Piano Concerto (1952 and 1953).63 Tal, who claimed that both
works drew on Persian-Jewish laments in his autobiography,64 replied on November
13 quite strikingly in contrast to the texts through which he marketed these works.
Tal referred Bahat to the two transcriptions listed consecutively in Idelsohn’s Jewish
Music in Its Historical Development: The theme cited in the First Symphony was a
Portuguese dirge reciting Lamentations 3:55–57, and the one used for the Second
Piano Concerto was an Ashkenazi dirge reciting Lamentations 1:1 (�gure 2c).65
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Figure 2b. Josef Tal, Piano Concerto no. 2 (1953), mvt. 2, mm. 1–19 (two-piano reduction of piano and orchestra).
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Figure 2b (cont.). Josef Tal, Piano Concerto no. 2 (1953), mvt. 2, mm. 1–19 (two-piano reduction of piano and orchestra).
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Figure 2c. Ashkenazi dirge transcribed in Idelsohn, Jewish Music, 54 (text: Lamentations 1:1).

The source for the Second Piano Concerto seems to have been well hidden given
that the equivalent Persian dirge we have previously analyzed (�gure 2a) bore thematic resemblance to the Ashkenazi dirge (�gure 2c). Still, the similarity between
the real and the alleged source begs several questions, especially since Tal had been
invalidating Hebrewist constructs since the 1940s: Why did he need to exotically
mask what originally had been an Ashkenazi liturgical import? Why was it necessary to activate his post-tonal procedures with an alleged Persian dirge rather than
with an Ashkenazi one, which, given his family’s orthodox background, would have
been aesthetically plausible?
One can only imagine that had composer and musicologist Alexander Boskovich
posed such questions, he would have probably argued that a simulation of the anthropomorphic national landscape in Israel renders paradoxical any aesthetic importation from an ethnographic ecosystem no longer in existence. Advocating for
“transvaluation” through the employment of the linear properties of Eastern Jewish musical traditions, Boskovich sought to liberate monophony and monody from
the iron grip of European forms and vertical harmony, thereby zealously idealizing non-European, non-Ashkenazi imports.66 Familiar with such fervent nationalist
rhetoric by Boskovich and other Zionist functionaries, Tal must have realized that
situating an Ashkenazi import would be too di�cult to justify in such an ideologically passionate and diaspora negating habitus, no matter the modernist procedures
it underwent.
And so he sought an exotic alibi.

V
The transition into Israeli statehood found Tal’s post-tonal designs at once equivocal and colored by the Hebrewist soundboard that constituted his opposition. Redemptive trajectories, settings of modern Hebrew poetry, and employment of folk
or liturgical music, however recon�gured and veiled, were part and parcel of a hegemonic cultural discourse that in Tal’s hands (and few others) bore the earmarks of
66 Boskovich, “Problems of Original Music in Israel,” 280–94.
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inner instability. While still conditioned by national tropes—territorial, redemptive,
seemingly secular, and diaspora-negating rhetoric—Tal’s formulations anticipated
additional aesthetic options whose impact is signi�cantly wider than the transgressive function that has been assigned to it thus far. Still, our discussion here does
not aim at replacing the more familiar, perhaps even canonic, examples that duplicated Zionist territorial tropes using peripheral masks and auto-exoticist political
plights (Paul Ben-Haim, Marc Lavry, and even Boskovich come to mind here). Seen
together, such modes of governmentality discredit previous narratives that relied
on representational stencils rather than on a continuum of aesthetic compliances
and resistances. A range of this kind amounts to simultaneous narratives whose
most immediate feature is the attenuation of the signi�er-signi�ed-referent matrix.
Because Hebrewism also spawned return to additional, less desirable sites, whose
ideologically uncommitted musical traditions and linear musical properties weakened constructs of Hebrew nativism. This is why every composition discussed here,
or, for that matter any other work written during and since statehood, should not
be seen as a distilled moment, but rather as part of contiguous and simultaneous
dialectical movements. Alternatives of this kind, or iconoclashes, as Bruno Latour
calls them—“that which happens when there is uncertainty about the exact role of
the hand at work in the production of a mediator”—oscillate between the denial of
mediators and their necessary presence.67 And so, already during early statehood
years the abundance of incongruences stemming from biblocentrism, the agency of
non-Western Jewish musical traditions, the subsequent emergence of aesthetic hybrids, and consequent dialectical return to Jewish diasporic cultures, witnessed an
overproduction of imagery that could not exclusively serve national functions or
abide by territorial nationalism. Josef Tal thus occupies an imperative nexus from
which such mediators begin to multiply.
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